A modem novelist could only-or would only-give us the physical facts: the physical facts would be the relationship; no one can now escape the influence of Lady Chatterley's Lover. At all events, to set this piece of Middlemarch (imperfections and all-George Eliot too had a price to pay) against an average modern novel like An American Dream, say, is to wonder whether the price we pay for outspokenness hasn't become cripplingly high. 
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Woodring was right to pick out the "Ah" for his evidence, as "Ah well-a-day" were the only words that Mallock had contributed to the quatrain. The fact is that the lines quoted were, with that slight alteration to fit the context, not Mallock's parody, but Clough's own composition. They come from his classic poem of disbelief, "Easter Day. Naples Mallock is not identifying Clough with the kind of hollow unbelief he saw in Arnold. In the novel, Laurence, Herbert, and Clough are allowed to speak straightforwardly: it is the wordspinners, like Jowett and Arnold, who do not realize that in reinterpreting their faith they have lost its substance, who come in for Mallock's sharpest satire, and who are presented in critical parody.
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